Spatial normalization is a key element of statistical parametric mapping and related techniques for analysing cohort statistics on voxel arrays and surfaces. The normalization process involves aligning each individual specimen to a template using some sort of registration algorithm. Any misregistration will result in data being mapped onto the template at the wrong location. At best, this will introduce spatial imprecision into the subsequent statistical analysis. At worst, when the misregistration varies systematically with a covariate of interest, it may lead to false statistical inference. Since misregistration generally depends on the specimen's shape, we investigate here the effect of allowing for shape as a confound in the statistical analysis, with shape represented by the dominant modes of variation observed in the cohort. In a series of experiments on synthetic surface data, we demonstrate how allowing for shape can reveal true effects that were previously masked by systematic misregistration, and also guard against misinterpreting systematic misregistration as a true effect. We introduce some heuristics for disentangling misregistration effects from true effects, and demonstrate the approach's practical utility in a case study of the cortical bone distribution in 268 human femurs.
Introduction
A common procedure in medical image analysis is the calculation of cohort statistics expressed on voxel arrays or surfaces. Perhaps the most well-known exemplar is statistical parametric mapping (SPM) (Friston et al., 1994) , which has become a standard tool for neuroimaging. In its voxel-based instantiation, SPM starts with an ensemble of voxel arrays containing, for example, fMRI activations measured across a number of subjects, where maybe the subjects are classified into two groups, the interest group and a set of controls. Since each subject's brain will be of a different size and shape, the fMRI data is then spatially normalized, a process which involves registering each voxel array to some standardized template. Now that the data is expressed on a common morphology, a general linear model (GLM) can be fitted, to explain the data at each voxel in terms of covariates of interest (e.g. group) and also confounding covariates (e.g. age, sex). Finally, F -or t-statistics are calculated at each voxel, to test whether the data depends significantly on the covariates, with random field theory furnishing the corresponding p-values, corrected for multiple comparisons to control the overall image-wise chance of false positives. The SPM paradigm can also be applied to data expressed on surfaces (Tucholka et al., 2012; Worsley et al., 2009) and is being increasingly adopted outside of its neuroimaging roots. For example, we have undertaken several studies analysing the thickness and mass of cortical bone in the proximal femur using a surface-based approach (Poole et al., 2011 , while others have analysed both the cortical and trabecular compartments with a voxel-based approach (Carballido-Gamio et al., 2013; Li et al., 2009 ).
Statistical inference is rarely straightforward, and SPM p-maps need to be interpreted with caution. One possible source of error arises from the spatial normalization. There will always be a degree of misregistration. At best, this will just reduce the spatial precision of the p-maps. At worst, the nature of the misregistration will vary across the different study groups. Such systematic misregistration is dangerous, since it might lead to the p-maps showing effects that do not, in fact, correspond to different activations between groups, but instead to different registration errors between groups. This phenomenon is well understood and has been much discussed in the literature, most memorably in the context of voxel-based morphometry (VBM) (Ashburner and Friston, 2001; Bookstein, 2001) , an SPM variant for analysing anatomical shape.
Perhaps not surprisingly, the standard approach to dealing with systematic misregistration is to employ a better registration algorithm. However, despite much progress in medical image registration, particularly in human neuroimaging (Klein et al., 2009) , SPM studies continue to cite systematic misregistration as a source of error (Acosta-Cabronero et al., 2010; Garrido et al., 2009; Jung and Haier, 2007; Mohammadi et al., 2012; Oakes et al., 2007; Vangberg et al., 2006) . It is our contention that there will always be a degree of arbitrariness in the spatial normalization -we shall argue this point more strongly in Section 6 -and the arbitrariness may turn out to be systematic, affecting different groups in different ways. In this brief paper, the focus is not on improved registration algorithms, but on methods for detecting and ameliorating false positive and negative inferences caused by systematic misregistration. In neuroimaging, it is not uncommon to allow for total intracranial and grey matter volumes in the GLM (Barnes et al., 2010; Peelle et al., 2012) . Depending on the particular registration algorithm, global size measures such as these may correlate with misregistration, and allowing for them in the GLM may guard against false inference. Local misregistration may also be detected by VBM and allowed for in the GLM by way of voxelwise anatomical covariates (Casanova et al., 2007; Oakes et al., 2007) . Beyond neuroimaging, we speculate that misregistration will generally depend on the individual specimen's shape, and present here a series of experiments designed to investigate the effects of allowing for global shape in the GLM. Our testbed is surface-based statistics on femur-like synthetic surfaces (Sections 2-4), followed by a case study with real femur data (Section 5). In addition to allowing for shape, we also outline some well-motivated heuristics that attempt to disentangle misregistration effects from true effects. Finally, in Section 6, we discuss our findings and draw some broad conclusions.
Synthetic experiments with fixed surface data
In order to explore how systematic misregistration affects surface statistics, we need a cohort of surfaces with known shape and surface data. To this end, we generated triangular meshes of 100 "lollipop" shapes, two of which can be seen in Figure 1 . In a parody of our work analysing the cortex of the human femur, the lollipops had a "shaft" and a "head", and to every vertex we assigned a (cortical) "thickness". All 100 specimens had 6000 vertices and identical surface topology. The thickness at each vertex was the same for each specimen, increasing linearly from 0.5 mm at the bottom of the shaft to 4.0 mm at the apex of the head 1 . In contrast, the shapes varied randomly across two degrees of freedom. The head-shaft angle was uniformly distributed in the range 34 • -71 • , while the head length was uniformly distributed in the range 3.9 cm-4.8 cm. (c2) shows an alignment found not using ICP, but by enforcing the correct 1-to-1 mapping between red and green vertices, and then optimizing the B-spline FFD parameters to minimize the distances between corresponding vertices. Note that a small hole was left in the meshes at the apex of the head. This makes it easier to spot any misalignment since the holes should coincide, as they do in (a) and (c2).
We then proceeded to perform a classical, SPM-like analysis of the lollipops' thickness distributions. The first step was to map each individual distribution onto a common morphology, by registering a canonical lollipop (with average head-shaft angle and head length) to each individual. Registration was a two stage process. We first used the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm (Besl and McKay, 1992) to find the seven degree-of-freedom similarity transformation that best aligned the canonical lollipop to the individual. Following this rough, global alignment, we applied a B-spline free form deformation (FFD) to the canonical surface, with a 4×4×4 grid of control points, again using the ICP algorithm to find the control point positions that best aligned the surfaces. Finally, the individual's thickness distribution was projected onto the aligned canonical surface and smoothed with a 8 mm full-width-half-maximum filter, with all subsequent analysis taking place on the canonical morphology. At each stage of the registration process, optimization was performed using the Levenberg-Marquart algorithm (More, 1977) . This procedure is what we use in our femur work and is an unremarkable examplar of similar algorithms used for spatial alignment in medical imaging. Figure 2 shows some illustrative registration results. Although the distance between the registered surfaces is everywhere small, the ICP algorithm does not always find the correct 1-to-1 vertex correspondence, instead getting trapped in some local minimum that depends on the shape of the specimen. In Figure 2 , specimen #38 is well registered in (a), but the canonical apex is too high in specimen #65 (b) and too low in specimen #94 (c1), where there is also significant misalignment at the bottom of the shaft. (c2) shows the FFD that best aligns 1-1 corresponding vertices, with a residual error of 0.119 mm per vertex, compared with 0.461 mm per vertex in (c1). Hence, most of the misregistration must be attributed to local minima, though a little (0.119 mm per vertex for specimen #94) arises from the inability of the FFD to capture perfectly the actual deformation.
Following registration, principal component analysis was used to build a point-based, statistical shape model from the 100 sets of canonical vertex coordinates obtained by applying the 100 FFDs. Let X i be the 
The first five shape modes are shown in Figure 3 . Even though there were only two degrees of freedom in the synthetic lollipop data, there are 99 in the shape model, since the registrations are imperfect and the actual deformations are not additive. Shape models of this nature are the standard way to obtain compact shape descriptors of individual specimens, which may be represented according to X i =X + n i=1 S i m i . For example, setting n = 5 would produce a 5-element shape vector [S 1 . . . S 5 ] accounting for 90% of the shape variation observed in the population of 100. We shall refer to S i as the shape coefficients.
The next stage in the SPM analysis is to fit a GLM to the thickness distributions (now all expressed on the canonical morphology), to investigate how the thickness depends on explanatory and confounding variables of interest. We used the SurfStat package (Worsley et al., 2009 ) to fit the GLM and subsequently perform statistical tests on the resulting coefficients. In our first example study, we fitted the GLM 1 + 
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Figure 5: SPM analysis of the relationship between thickness and a covariate C 1 using three different GLMs. In each case, the percentage change maps are for the coefficient of C 1 in the GLM. The corresponding p-maps are for F -tests on C 1 .
shape. Figure 4 shows the GLM coefficients and resulting p-maps for S 1 , S 3 and S 5 . Even though all lollipops had exactly the same thickness distribution, the SPM analysis reveals large areas where there appears to be a statistically significant relationship between thickness and shape. This is because the misregistration depends systematically on each specimen's shape: lollipops with a large head-shaft angle tend to misregister one way, those with a small angle another way, and so on. Consequently, each specimen's thickness distribution "slips" around the canonical surface in a manner that depends on shape, and the resulting, false thickness variation is incorrectly interpreted as a true effect.
The danger of making a false inference is not limited to studies that are overtly concerned with shape. There is also the possibility that some other covariate of interest might depend on shape. Figure 5 shows an example where a covariate C 1 happens to be correlated with S 3 . A conventional SPM analysis with GLM 1 + C 1 (a) reveals a thickness effect where there should not be one. Suspecting systematic misregistration, we might allow for shape in the GLM to avoid such false positive results, effectively treating the shape coefficients as confounding, as opposed to explanatory, variables. However, changing the model to 1 + C 1 + 2 i=1 S i (b) actually strengthens the false signal, since S 1 and S 2 explain much of the variance that was previously interpreted as noise. Only by allowing for more shape modes with the GLM 1 + C 1 + 10 i=1 S i (c) do we remove the false signal, since C 1 does not explain much variance that cannot be explained just as well by S 3 . Careful judgement is required to determine how many shape modes to allow for: too many will result in an over-fitted model, with few degrees of freedom and compromised statistical power. There is also the matter of how to interpret any residual patches of significance after allowing for n modes: such regions might be caused by systematic misregistration associated with mode n + 1. We shall return to this question in Section 4.
Synthetic experiments with varying surface data
In Section 2, the synthetic lollipop data had fixed thickness. In contrast, here we adjust the synthetic data so that there actually is a dependence between a covariate C 2 and thickness in a narrow band around the lollipop shaft. Unlike C 1 , C 2 was not contrived to correlate with shape. In Figure 6 (a), the band of increased thickness is barely significant under a conventional SPM analysis with GLM 1 + C 2 , since the effect is weak compared with the misregistration effects, which are unaccounted for. It is necessary to allow for shape as a confounding 
Figure 6: SPM analysis of the relationship between thickness and a covariate C 2 using three different GLMs. In each case, the percentage change maps are for the coefficient of C 2 in the GLM. The corresponding p-maps are for F -tests on C 2 .
variable to see the C 2 effect, using models 1
Again, we need to be aware of the possibility that the effect might actually be caused by systematic misregistration associated with an unallowed-for shape mode. We shall return to this issue in Section 4.
Synthetic experiments with varying surface data that depends on shape
For our final series of synthetic experiments we again adjust the data, this time to induce a dependence between shape, specifically S 3 , and thickness in a narrow band around the lollipop shaft. Figure 7 shows the results of two different experiments. In (a), the data was contrived to show a strong positive correlation between thickness and S 3 all around the band, while in (b) the effect was much weaker. The SPM analysis conflates the true thickness effect with the misregistration effect. Note from Figure 4 (b) that the misregistration results in a negative correlation between thickness and S 3 at the back of the shaft, which cancels with the true, weak effect in Figure 7(b) .
We shall use these two experiments to explore the question that arose at the ends of Sections 2 and 3: can we disambiguate a true effect from a misregistration effect? One approach would be to compare the scale of the apparent effect with the gradient of the mean thickness distribution. In Figure 8(a) , we see the mean thickness of the 100 lollipops alongside a very crude estimate of the peak directional derivative computed on the surface. In Figures 8(b) and (c), we divide the S 3 GLM coefficients (left) by the peak gradient, to obtain an estimate (right) of the amount of misregistration, in mm, that would account for the change in thickness induced by one standard deviation of S 3 . Note that we are computing an independent misregistration at each vertex: we are disregarding the fact that in any physically plausible, smooth misregistration, neighbouring vertices are displaced in roughly the same direction. Looking at Figure 8(b) , to explain the thickness effect at the shaft would require a local misregistration in excess of 5 mm per standard deviation, whereas everywhere else only a 1 mm misregistration is necessary. This strong discontinuity suggests that there is a true thickness effect at the shaft. In contrast, in Figure 8 (c) all the thickness effects are consistent with a misregistration of less than 1 mm. Note, though, that this might not correspond to a physically plausible, smooth misregistration. So negative results of this nature are inconclusive.
To disambiguate the weak S 3 effect from the misregistration artefacts, we must resort to a more sophisticated test that establishes whether the apparent effects are consistent with a smooth misregistration. To some extent, we could attempt this by eye. For example, looking at Figure 6 (c), it is fairly obvious that there is no smooth warp of the average lollipop thickness distribution that would produce this effect. To produce the band of positive thickness change, we would need to stretch the shaft downwards, but this would cause collateral damage above and below the band. For less trivial examples, we might seek the assistance of an automatic registration algorithm. Consider again the weak S 3 effect that the simple gradient test failed to disambiguate from a misregistration in Figure 8 (c). In Figure 9 (a), we see (right) the mean thickness of all 100 specimens, mapped onto the canonical lollipop and (left) the mean thickness plus the apparent thickening explained by S 3 . Figure 9 (b) shows the difference between the two thickness distributions: this correlates with the percentage change map in Figure 7(b) . We now use a B-spline FFD to deform the right hand canonical lollipop so as best to align the two thickness distributions, producing the result in Figure 9 (c). The post-registration thickness difference in Figure 9 (d) demonstrates that most of the S 3 effect can be explained by warping the mean thickness distribution (i.e. a misregistration), except in a band around the shaft where there appears to be a true thickness difference. In this instance, the simple ICP/FFD registration algorithm was effective, but in other experiments it was unable to perfectly align thicknesses T 0 and T 0 + ∆T , when ∆T was a pure misregistration effect: a local minimum problem. In general, we would require a more sophisticated registration algorithm, one which avoids local minima and is able to correctly register some parts of the distributions (those caused by misregistration) while ignoring others (those caused by true thickness effects).
5 Case study: the cortical mass of the human femur
Finally, we illustrate how systematic misregistration can affect real studies of surface data. In this case, the data is the cortical mass (expressed in mg/cm 2 ) of the human proximal femur, measured from CT scans of 268 females 2 using the technique described in Treece et al. (2012) . Figure 10 shows an SPM analysis examining dependence between cortical mass and femur size. In Figure 10 (a), the GLM included femur size as well as other obvious covariates (subject age, weight etc.) but not shape. In Figure 10 (b), the GLM was augmented to allow for the first ten shape modes. Note the increased signal strength when allowing for shape, which is reflected in the p-values of the various significant regions. Figure 11 shows a second SPM analysis examining dependence between cortical mass and shape modes 1 and 2. These modes correspond, approximately and respectively, to femoral neck length and neck-shaft angle. In (c1) and (d1), we see significant areas where cortical mass appears to depend on shape. While this is perfectly plausible from a physiological perspective -a lifetime of walking on different shaped femurs, with different mechanical stress distributions, is likely to stimulate bone remodelling in different ways -there is also the possibility that the effects arise from systematic misregistration. It is highly suspicious that many of the significant regions for mode 1 coincide with areas of high gradient on the average mass distribution: see Figure 11 (b). To investigate further, we performed the simple scale-comparison test of Figure 8 , resulting in the misregistration maps in Figures 11(c2) and (d2). True mass effects are likely where the statistically significant regions in (c1) and (d1) coincide with elevated, discontinuous regions in the misregistration maps. It appears that most of the mode 2 effects are associated with true mass changes. The mode 1 effects are ambiguous, they could be caused by small misregistrations, though not necessarily smooth ones.
Discussion and conclusions
One criticism of this work might be that the systematic misregistration arises through the use of an unsophisticated registration algorithm acting on relatively featureless surfaces. While this might indeed affect the scale and extent of the artefact, systematic misregistration remains an issue, even when applying sophisticated registration algorithms to feature-rich surfaces like the human brain (Mohammadi et al., 2012) . When registering real biological shapes, the actual modes of shape variation are numerous and unknown, and no parametric registration algorithm will replicate them faithfully, let alone find the global minimum of the objective function. Nonparametric registration algorithms, which allow arbitrary correspondences between surface points, are no panacea. In the intervals between distinguished points, there is an inevitable arbitrariness to the alignment, bridged by way of some reasonable, though arbitrary, smoothness criterion (see Section 3.1 of Ashburner and Ridgway (2013) for a succinct illustration of this point). Hence, quite apart from the simple failings of unsophisticated registration algorithms, we must acknowledge the fact that it is generally impossible to define ) show, respectively, the mean cortical mass and the peak mass gradient of the 268 specimens. (c1) and (d1) show an apparent relationship between cortical mass and shape modes 1 and 2. (c2) and (d2) show the amount of misregistration that would explain the apparent shape effects.
a uniquely "correct" registration 3 . And all three sources of misregistration -under-parameterization, local minima, arbitrariness -tend to depend systematically on the surface's shape. The main contribution of this paper has been to investigate the benefits of allowing for global shape in the GLM when performing SPM-like analyses. In the presence of systematic misregistration, this simple step can improve the signal strength and also guard against making false inferences. Nevertheless, there remains the risk that systematic misregistration, caused by unaccounted-for shape modes, lies behind an apparently significant effect, and it is for this reason that we have presented two heuristics that help disambiguate true effects from misregistration artefacts. These heuristics are neither definitive nor exhaustive, they are simply two more tools for best practice verification of SPM results. Other due diligence checks one might carry out include: investigating correlations between covariates and shape modes; comparing the sizes of significant regions with the sizes of any effects associated with the first unallowed-for shape mode; and checking that the results are reasonably invariant to different registration algorithms, and different templates, and different random initializations of the registration algorithm.
